Spatiotemporal effects of microsaccades on population activity in the visual cortex of monkeys during fixation.
During visual fixation, the eyes make fast involuntary miniature movements known as microsaccades (MSs). When MSs are executed they displace the visual image over the retina and can generate neural modulation along the visual pathway. However, the effects of MSs on neural activity have substantial variability and are not fully understood. By utilizing voltage-sensitive dye imaging, we imaged the spatiotemporal patterns induced by MSs in V1 and V2 areas of behaving monkeys while they were fixating and presented with visual stimuli. We then investigated the neuronal modulation dynamics, induced by MSs, under different visual stimulation. MSs induced monophasic or biphasic neural responses depending on stimulus size. These neural responses were accompanied by different spatiotemporal patterns of synchronization. Finally, we show that a local patch of population response evoked by a small stimulus was clearly shifted over the V1 retinotopic map after each MS. Our results demonstrate the lack of visual stability in V1 following MSs and help clarify the substantial variability reported for MSs effects on neuronal responses. The observed neural effects suggest that MSs are associated with a continuum of neuronal responses in V1 area reflecting diverse spatiotemporal dynamics.